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Sustainable Coastal Cities Between Theory And Practice
Structures of Coastal Resilience presents new strategies for creative and collaborative approaches to coastal planning for climate change. In
the face of sea level rise and an increased risk of flooding from storm surge, we must become less dependent on traditional approaches to
flood control that have relied on levees, sea walls, and other forms of hard infrastructure. Instead, authors Catherine Seavitt Nordenson, Guy
Nordenson, and Julia Chapman reimagine how coastal planning might better serve communities grappling with a future of uncertain
environmental change. They offer inspiring insights into new approaches to design, engineering, and planning, envisioning an ecological
approach to developing adaptive and resilient futures for coastal areas.
Cities are the most likely actors to design and bring about lasting sustainability. An agreement among the world’s larger cities is possible,
and likely a necessary but insufficient condition to achieve sustainable development. Cities and Sustainability explores the ways in which
cities are both the biggest threat to sustainability, and the most powerful tool to get us to sustainable development. Employing an innovative
methodology to a complex issue, the book proposes new metrics and approaches that assume cities as fundamental in the search for
sustainability. Providing population projections for the world’s larger cities and a hierarchy of sustainable cities, the author develops two new
tools: (i) a cities approach to physical and socio-economic boundaries, and (ii) sustainability costs curves. These tools are designed to be
implemented in a multi-stakeholder, integrated partnership that truly maximizes the benefits of cities in the quest for sustainability. Applying
the tools outlined in the book to case studies from Dakar, Mumbai, Sao Paulo, Shanghai and Toronto, this volume will be of great relevance
to students, scholars and practitioners with an interest in urban and city management, climate change, and environment and sustainability
more broadly.
Sustainable Urbanism in China explores the notion of "Sustainable Urbanism" by considering the role sustainable neighborhood planning
plays in the larger picture of sustainable urbanism and suggests innovations and best practices that are either developed or adopted by
China. These are narrated as lessons learnt for other countries where we see similar trends of development patterns or emerging practices.
Through various explorations of challenges, paradigms, and innovations of urban sustainability, this book highlights how planning, policy, and
design are forming and reforming in the context of China. These are offered through a set of guidelines and pathways for urban sustainability
at the scale of neighborhoods/communities or districts in a wider context of urban environments, as well as strategies for planners,
developers, policy makers, and educators in the field of the built environment. Through a comprehensive overview of urban sustainability
practices in China, this book investigates 12 case study projects. These comprehensive explorations should in turn help construct the future
directions of China’s sustainable urban development and provide innovative pathways of sustainable urbanism in China and around the
globe.
Environmental change presents a new context and new opportunities for transformational change. This timely book will inspire new ways of
understanding the relationship between environmental change and human security. A Changing Environment for Human Security:
Transformative Approaches to Research, Policy and Action both supports and informs a call for new, transformative approaches to research,
policy and action. The chapters in this book include critical analyses, case studies and reflections on contemporary environmental and social
challenges, with a strong emphasis on those related to climate change. Human thoughts and actions have contributed to an environment of
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insecurity, manifested as multiple interacting threats that now represent a serious challenge to humanity. Yet humans also have the capacity
to collectively transform the economic, political, social and cultural systems and structures that perpetuate human insecurities. These fresh
perspectives on global environmental change from an interdisciplinary group of international experts will inspire readers – whether students,
researchers, policy makers, or practitioners – to think differently about environmental issues and sustainability. The contributions show that in
a changing environment, human security is not only a possibility, but a choice.
This book analyzes the recent growth of Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Fuzhou, Shanghai, Hangzhou, Nanjing, and Hong Kong, seven major
Chinese coastal cities. The authors detail theoretical mechanisms, spatial and non-spatial models of development, all while exploring possible
directions to sustainability. They also look at how these cities have developed over the last 30 years, from the late 1970s to the 21st century.
Each has its own unique background, regional and national positions, advantages, and functions. Using diversified approaches and
measurements for each city, the authors argue that structural changes are necessary to achieve much needed sustainable development. The
book covers developmental issues such as the regaining of central city and global city statuses, the role of governments in steering
development, and achieving goals through mega projects, urban competitiveness, positioning, and branding. Including varied assessment
and intense suggestions for structural changes, this book addresses core concerns for the sustainable growth of these metropolises. A
valuable book for students, researchers and policy makers.
Following a research design of &quote;phenomenal description a' theoretical analysis a' model construction a' empirical test a' policy
suggestion&quote;, this book aims at proposing &quote;National Resources and Environment&quote; (NRE) -constrained urbanization theory
and establishing a measurement system for appropriate level of urbanization, which will serve as theoretical and empirical bases for
measurement of appropriate level of urbanization under NRE constraints. Based on systematic review of previous researches on NREconstrained urbanization at home and abroad, this book first summarizes the mechanism and rules of NRE-constrained urbanization with
reference to theories of Wooden Barrel, Climbing Hill, Migration, Economic Growth and Ecology. By using the theory of endogenous
economic growth and the theory of constraints, it further deduces the model of &quote;resource drag&quote; in urbanization caused by
shortage of resources and environment and that of &quote;resource curse&quote; in urbanization caused by resource endowment
respectively. The appropriate NRE-constrained urbanization is deconstructed into four sub-objectives including the level, speed, structure and
scale, and thus a measurement model is proposed. Based on the analysis structure of NRE-constrained urbanization, major NRE effects and
key constraint factors of NRE on the urbanization of Jiangxi province are studied. Econometric analysis of panel data is also conducted to
examine various effects on the process of urbanization. By using theories and models of NRE-constrained urbanization, this book examines
the &quote;resource drag&quote; and &quote;resource curse&quote; in Jiangxi's urbanization; deduces the equilibrium level of NREconstrained urbanization in Jiangxi by using the econometric model and compares the actual compatibility of the level and speed of
urbanization in Jiangxi during 1978-2008 by using environmental capacity constrained Logistic model. It further examines the compatibility of
scale and space distribution in Jiangxi's urbanization and calculates optimal city scale for Jiangxi by using the measurement model of the
structure of NRE-constrained urbanization. At last, based on the aforementioned analysis, this book summarizes main findings and future
prospects of the research, and provides policy suggestions on promoting the appropriate process of urbanization. The research aims at the
mechanism and rules of urbanization progress under constraint of the NRE based on systematic summary of the effect and constraint of NRE
on urbanization. A measurement model for the appropriate progress of urbanization is proposed based on the analysis of NRE-constrained
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urbanization theories. Meanwhile, the general conclusion will be applied to typical areas and tested by an empirical study, so as to test and
develop relevant theories, and give a comprehensive evaluation on the coordination of urbanization with NRE. In this way, lessons can be
learned and summarized for similar regions to advance urbanization and utilize NRE. More specifically, the objectives of this book involve: (1)
to reveal the mechanism and rules of NRE-constrained urbanization theoretically; (2) to propose a measurement model and methods for
monitoring the appropriate progress of urbanization under constraint of NRE; (3) to conduct an empirical study on Jiangxi Province, evaluate
its proper NRE-constrained urbanization process from the aspects of level, speed, structure and scale during &quote;11th Five Year
Plan&quote; by quantitative evaluation on Jiangxi's urbanization, NRE, and thus giving suggestions for policy making.
Maritime transport faces multiple challenges, therefore it requires an interdisciplinary approach in order to respond efficiently to the interaction
between diverse agents. This book presents interdisciplinary research, as well as operational experiences, which contribute towards the
development of the field.
Today, most large port hubs include the circular economy transformation challenge, together with smart digitalization and Internet of Things
(IoT), in their strategic priorities. However, many ports do not seem to have progressed beyond incremental, small-scale sustainable
innovations or the support of rather fragmented sustainability initiatives. The challenges are complex, since ports do not only have to
reconsider their own core activities but also their role in the supply chain of shippers, to lift themselves out of the linear lock-in. Opportunities
are also created, and port authorities and businesses need to embrace circular learning and turn these projects into sustainable business
models. This strategic change or refocus requires new insights into innovative governance and business frameworks, the link between
strategy and commercially viable business models, systems innovation, intensified stakeholder collaboration and co-creation, altered traffic
segments and hinterland focus, amongst others. These Special Issue articles address current CE transition concerns salient to port
strategists and managers, such as first strategic changes towards circular ports, building awareness on the importance of sustainability data
and available space, and how port authorities can develop circular business models.
Containing research on sustainable urban redevelopment presented at the latest in a biennial series organised by the Wessex Institute of
Technology, this book addresses an area of growing interest. The conference series was first held in 2000. These proceedings are split into
two volumes. Urban areas produce a series of environmental challenges arising from the consumption of natural resources and the
consequent generation of waste and pollution, contributing to the development of social and economic imbalances. All these problems, which
continue to grow in our society, require the development of new solutions. Topics include: Volume I – Urban Strategies; Eco-town Planning;
Planning, development and management; Planning, development and management for urban conservation and regeneration; Case studies;
Landscape planning and design; Environmental management; Intelligent environments and emerging technologies. Volume II – Sustainable
energy and the city; Waterfront developments; The community and the city; Quality of life; Cultural heritage issues; Transportation; Planning
for risk; Planning for risk; Transport models in emergency conditions; Industrial wastes as raw materials; Waste management; Safety and
security; The city heritage.

As different parts of the globe deal with the challenges of coastal settlements in the Anthropcene landscape of increasing
uncertainty, the methods of design offer new strategies for developing and testing solutions. These complex problems require
collaboration across disciplines, with scientists, planners, engineers, designers, and others able to work together in finding new
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ways of living in coastal and changing landscapes. Sustainable Coastal Design and Planning is an outstanding collection of
essays by leading practitioners and academics from across the globe on design and planning for coastal resilience in the face of
climate change. It thoroughly explores the questions of coastal change at different scales and provides international case studies
that illustrate diverse strategies in different geographies and cultures. Taken as a whole, they canvas a broad palette of
approaches and techniques for engaging these complex problems. Divided in two parts, this book focuses on how to develop
solutions through multidisciplinary design thinking and informs all stakeholders on specific methods and practices that will be
needed to work effectively in this dynamic space.
Originating from the 3rd Conference on Coastal Cities, the papers contained in this volume presents important research covering
the integrated management and sustainable development of coastal cities. An increased world population and the preference for
living in coastal regions increases the need for improved resources, infrastructure and services.
This is a seminal book for anyone who wants to understand, shape or study the communication surrounding sustainability in their
interactions with colleagues, employees, supply chain partners and external stakeholders. It develops essential insights on the
basis of an extensive review of relevant theories and research drawn from multiple disciplines. Interview data gathered from
organization members who are currently communicating about sustainability in their cities, universities, nongovernmental
organizations, small businesses and large for-profit organizations provide valuable insights from a practitioner’s perspective. The
interviewees represent organizations such as the Portland Trailblazers, Tyson Foods, the City and County of Denver and the
Natural Resources Defense Council. Theory, research and interview comments combine in a reader-friendly way to provide
practical insights and stimulate future research.
Providing both a theoretical background and practical examples of natural resource conflict, this volume explores the pressures on
natural resources leading to scarcity and conflict. It is shown that the causes and driving forces behind natural resource conflicts
are diverse, complex and often interlinked, including global economic growth, exploding consumption, poor governance, poverty,
unequal access to resources and power. The different interpretations of nature-culture and the role of humans in the ecosystem
are often at the centre of the conflict. Natural resource conflicts range from armed conflicts to conflicts of interest between
stakeholders in the North as well as in the South. The varying driving forces behind such disputes at different levels and scales are
critically analysed, and approaches to facilitate and enforce mediation, transformation and collaboration at these levels and scales
are presented and discussed. In order to transform existing resource conflicts, as well as to decrease the risk of future conflicts,
approaches that enhance and enforce collaboration for sustainable development at global, regional, national and local levels are
reviewed, and sustainable pathways suggested. A range of global examples is presented including water resources, fisheries,
forests, human–wildlife conflicts, urban environments and the consequences of climate change. It will be a valuable text for
advanced students of natural resource management, environment and development studies and peace and conflict management.
The book will also be of interest to practitioners in the field of natural resource management.
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This book offers an introduction to aquaculture sciences and fisheries, discussing the concepts and basic characteristics of
fisheries, fishery resources and the related industries, as well as the status of fisheries in various countries around the globe. The
book also examines aquaculture, aquatic product processing and utilization, fishery information technology, and fishery economics
and management, in addition to hot topics such as blue growth in fisheries, carbon sink fisheries, and global environmental
changes in the context of fisheries. Given its scope, it is a valuable resource for undergraduate students in the field as well
professional requiring a basic understanding of fisheries.
The concept of ‘sustainable urban development’ has been pushed to the forefront of policymaking and politics as the world wakes
up to the impacts of climate change and the destructive effects of the Anthropocene. Climate change has emerged to be one of
the biggest challenges faced by our planet today, threatening both built and natural systems with long-term consequences, which
may be irreversible. While there is a vast body of literature on sustainability and sustainable urban development, there is currently
limited focus on how to cohesively bring together the vital issues of the planning, development, and management of sustainable
cities. Moreover, it has been widely stated that current practices and lifestyles cannot continue if we are to leave a healthy living
planet to not only the next generation, but also to the generations beyond. The current global school strikes for climate action
(known as Fridays for Future) evidences this. The book advocates the view that the focus needs to rest on ways in which our cities
and industries can become green enough to avoid urban ecocide. This book fills a gap in the literature by bringing together issues
related to the planning, development, and management of cities and focusing on a triple-bottom-line approach to sustainability.
This volume is the completed section of the process of analytical research and methodological comparisons undertaken by
SECOA, a 48-month research project selected and funded by the EU under the FP7 program. Hence, while scientifically
autonomous, the volume is a natural link between the different phases of analysis within SECOA, i.e. Work Packages (WPs) 1-5,
and the interpretive and predictive values that are being drawn up by WPs 7 and 8. Within the overall scope of SECOA's research
activity, this volume's task was to supply answers to questions that will undergo further study by research groups. These groups
will subsequently have to create methods and tools to identify the most suitable policies to effectively manage environmental
conflicts, use fragile and rare resources more efficiently, and develop administrative structures capable of dealing with the needs
of a continuously evolving society (the wisdom stage). It was also deemed necessary to construct possible alternative scenarios in
order to contribute to an enhanced vision of sustainable urban development in coastal areas (the understanding stage). The
findings of the research discussed in this volume are to be used to understand the relationships between the variables collected in
the previous phases (WPs 1, 2, 3 and 4) of SECOA.
The Sustainable City IXUrban Regeneration and Sustainability (2 Volume Set)WIT Press
Climate change is one of the greatest challenges of our time. As such, both the Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) released by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and the 25th Conference of the Parties (COP 25) recommendations call for
action not only from government, but also from various stakeholders. Apart from the knowledge offered by modeling and forecasts,
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which allows the readers to understand the problem and how it is likely to develop in the future, the book highlights approaches,
methods and tools that can help readers cope with the social, economic and political problems posed by climate change. In other
words, the book’s goal is to accelerate developments in the field of climate change adaptation. This book gathers papers
presented at the “2nd World Symposium on Climate Change Adaptation”, a joint initiative by the University of Coimbra (Portugal),
the Research and Transfer Centre “Sustainable Development and Climate Change Management” at Hamburg University of
Applied Sciences (Germany), and the International Climate Change Information Programme (ICCIP). The book is truly
interdisciplinary, covering various key areas in the field of climate change adaptation. Its focus is on “integrative approaches to
implementing climate change adaptation”, and is expected to contribute to the further development of this fast-growing field.
In this book, the author tests a regenerative-adaptive pattern language theory towards investigating the possibilities of a holistic, integrated
design and planning method for sustainable development that incorporates the principles of regenerative design, as well as an adaptive
pattern language that re-establishes our wholeness with nature, and considers the vulnerabilities of a changing landscape. The book
examines an integral approach to contemporary theories of planning and design that explores the human-nature relationship patterns in
social and spatial interconnections, between people and their natural environments. The interconnectedness of human and natural systems is
used to scaffold possible solutions to address key environmental and sustainability issues that specifically address the need for patterns of
behaviour that acknowledge the duality of ‘man and nature’. In 12 chapters, the book presents a holistic, regenerative-adaptive pattern
language that encapsulates how communities can better appreciate landscape change under future climate effects, and acknowledges the
importance to adapt to patterns of change of place and the environment and therefore inform the communities’ responses for sustainable
development. The application of the regenerative-adaptive pattern language was tested along the Great Ocean Road region of the Victorian
coast in Australia. The concluding chapters argues that for human settlements and cities to be resilient and sustainable, we must understand
the interconnected patterns of human-built environments and natural systems, and how we function in a social-spatial dimension with these.
The book is intended for practitioners and academic scholars with interest in sustainable development, regenerative design, pattern
languages, biophilia, settlement planning, and climate change adaptation.
Most of the world’s population lives close to the coast and is highly dependent on coastal resources, which are being exploited at
unsustainable rates. These resources are being subject to further pressures associated with population increase and the globalization of
coastal resource demand. This is particularly so for the Asia-Pacific region which contains almost two thirds of the world’s population and
most of the world’s coastal megacities. The region has globally important atmospheric and oceanic phenomena, which affect world climate
such as the Asian Monsoon and the El-Niño Southern Oscillation phenomena. The Asia-Pacific region also has highly significant marine
diversity but over the last few decades, coastal resources such as mangroves, coral reefs and fisheries have experienced large-scale
depletion. The need to find appropriate management solutions to these and other coastal issues is made more complex by the need to take
account of international scientific predictions for global climate change and sea-level rise which will further impact on these coasts. The idea
for this book arose from a meeting of coastal scientists in Kobe, Japan in May 2003. The meeting was organized by the Asia-Pacific Network
for Global Change Research (APN), an inter-governmental network, comprising 21 member countries, for the promotion of global change
research and links between science and policy making in the region.
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Cities are now home to 55% of the world’s population, and that number is rising. Urban populations across the world will continue to grow,
including in megacities with populations over ten million. In 2016 there were 31 megacities globally, according to the United Nations’ World
Cities Report, with 24 of those cities located in the Global South. That number is expected to rise to 41 by 2030, with all ten new megacities in
the Global South where the processes of urbanization are intrinsically distinct from those in the Global North. The Routledge Handbook of
Planning Megacities in the Global South provides rigorous comparative analyses, discussing the challenges, processes, best practices, and
initiatives of urbanization in Middle America, South America, the Middle East, Africa, South Asia, East Asia, and Southeast Asia. This book is
indispensable reading for students and scholars of urban planning, and its significance as a resource will only continue to grow as
urbanization reshapes the global population.
Praise for the first edition: 'This book should be of interest to anyone interested in sustainable development, and especially sustainability
indicators. Bell and Morse easily succeed in exposing the fundamental paradoxes of these concepts and, more importantly, they offer us a
way forward. Readers ... will find their practical recommendations for those attempting to do sustainability analysis in the field most welcome,
which is also the book's greatest strength.' Local Environment: The International Journal of Justice and Sustainability 'This book makes a
valuable contribution to the theory and practice of using indicators for sustainability. It introduces systems ideas and a range of tools and
techniques that have the potential to broaden and deepen our understanding of a whole range of complex situations. Well worth a closer
look.' Christine Blackmore, Open University 'This is a book that explores new ways of thinking about how to measure sustainability... It offers
stimulating food for thought for environmental educators and researchers.' Environmental Education Research 'This book tells me, as an SI
'practitioner', where I have been and why, and more importantly how I should be thinking in order to effectively present to and empower the
local community in the years ahead.' David Ellis, Principal Pollution Monitoring Officer, Norwich City Council 'A practical guide to the
development of sustainability indicators which offers a systemic and participative way to use them at local scale. Our preliminary results are
highly positive and the approach is applicable in many contexts.' Elisabeth Coudert, Programme Officer Prospective and Regional
Development, Blue Plan The groundbreaking first edition of Sustainability Indicators reviewed the development and value of sustainability
indicators and discussed the advantage of taking a holistic and qualitative approach rather than focusing on strictly quantitative measures. In
the new edition the authors bring the literature up to date and show that the basic requirement for a systemic approach is now well grounded
in the evidence. They examine the origins and development of Systemic Sustainability Analysis (SSA) as a theoretical approach to
sustainability which has been developed in practice in a number of countries on an array of projects since the first edition. They look at how
SSA has evolved into the practical approaches of Systemic Prospective Sustainability Analysis (SPSA) and IMAGINE, and, in particular, how
a wide range of participatory methodologies have been adopted over the years. They also provide an assessment of the strengths and
weaknesses of projects that undertake work in the general field of sustainable development.
Papers presented at the 2nd International Conference on Coastal Cities and their Sustainable Future are contained in this volume. Since its
successful introduction in 2015 the conference has continued to attract important research covering the integrated management and
sustainable development of coastal cities. An increased world population and the preference for living in coastal regions has resulted in their
ever-growing expansion. Whilst this creates economic growth, it also increases the need for improved resources, infrastructure and services.
Coastal cities should be considered as dynamic complex systems which need energy, water, food and other resources in order to work and
produce diverse activities, with the aim of offering a socioeconomic climate and improved quality of life. Consequently the integrated
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management and sustainable development of coastal cities is essential with science, technology, architecture, socio-economics and planning
all collaborating to support decision makers. Planners need to explore various options and models to forecast future services, plans and
solutions. Included papers examine some of these possible models and potential solutions with emphasis in the areas of: Landscape and
urban planning; Infrastructures and eco-architecture; City heritage and regeneration; Urban transport and communications; Commercial ports;
Fishing and sports harbours; City-Waterfront interaction; Marine industries; Water resources management; Quality of life and city leisure;
Tourism and the city; Water pollution; Air pollution; City waste management; Acoustical and thermal pollution; Coastal risk assessment;
Coastal flooding; Coastal processes; Landslides; Socio-economic issues.
Environmental Economics and Sustainability presents a collection of peer-reviewed research articles contributed by international experts that
reveal the current state of our knowledge in the field of environmental economics. Presents the latest research results on a plethora of issues
relating to environmental economics and sustainability Features original contributions from top experts in the field from around the world
Addresses several of the contemporary challenges of sustainability while infusing new energy into the field of environmental economics
Covers myriad topics relating to environmental economics and sustainability including climate change, air pollution, CO2 emissions, recycling,
and the international environmental agreement
Sustainability in Architecture and Urban Design will help you understand the nature of the sustainability problem and show you how to
implement your design for a sustainable future. Organized in six parts, the problem, the environment, the residential scale, the commercial
scale, the urban scale, and energy sources, the book presents essential information in context, so that you get the full picture. Hundreds of
drawings, sketches, charts, and diagrams illustrate points author Carl Bovill makes in his clear and direct style, which communicates the
basics in a concise way. You'll learn: -About environmental economics -How sustainable architectural design relates to ecology -How fractal
geometry can lead to a new understanding of the structure of the world around us -How to design energy efficient houses and commercial
buildings -How to design and live in our cities to lower energy use per person -About LEED points at all scales A glossary and reading lists
encourage you to explore the topics further.
Frontiers of Energy and Environmental Engineering brings together 192 peer-reviewed papers presented at the 2012 International
Conference on Frontiers of Energy and Environment Engineering, held in Hong Kong, December 11-13, 2012. The aim of the conference was
to provide a platform for researchers, engineers and academics as well as industry professionals from all over the world to present their
activities in the field of energy and environmental engineering as well as share research results. This proceedings volume promotes the
development of the field of energy and environmental engineering, strengthening international academic cooperation and
intercommunication, and encouraging the fruitful exchange of research ideas and results. The book provides a broad overview of the latest
advances made in the field of energy and environmental engineering. Topics covered include energy efficiency and energy management,
energy exploration and exploitation, power generation technologies, water pollution and protection, air pollution and protection and
environmental engineering and management among others. This volume will be of interest to a global audience consisting of academic
researchers, industry professionals and policy-makers active in the wide field of energy and environmental engineering.
This volume comprises the papers from 2011 International Conference on Information Technology and Agricultural Engineering (ICITAE
2011). 2011 International Conference on Information Technology and Agricultural Engineering (ICITAE 2011) has been held in Sanya, China,
December 1-2, 2011. All the papers have been peer reviewed by the selected experts. These papers represent the latest development in the
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field of materials manufacturing technology, spanning from the fundamentals to new technologies and applications. Specially, these papers
cover the topics of Information Technology and Agricultural Engineering. This book provides a greatly valuable reference for researchers in
the field of Information Technology and Agricultural Engineering who wish to further understand the underlying mechanisms and create
innovative and practical techniques, systems and processes. It should also be particularly useful for engineers in information technology and
agriculture who are responsible for the efficient and effective operations.

This book contains papers presented at the International Conference on Coastal Cities and their Sustainable Future. First held in
2015, the conference evolved from a series of conferences on coastal processes, sustainable development, and city sustainability
that began in 1992. The growth of world population and the preference for living in coastal areas has resulted in their everincreasing development. Coastal areas are the most common destination which brings in economic growth but implies additional
urban development and increases the need for resources, infrastructure and services. The activities common to coastal cities
require the development of well-planned and managed urban environments, not only for reasons of efficiency and economics, but
also to avoid inflicting environmental degradation and the resultant deterioration of quality of life and human health. To resolve
these problems it is necessary to consider coastal cities as dynamic complex systems which need energy, water, food and other
resources in order to work and generate diverse activities, with the aim of offering a socioeconomic climate and better quality of
life. As a consequence, it is essential to integrate the management and sustainable development of coastal cities with science,
technology, architecture, socio-economics and planning all collaborating to provide support to decision makers. Because of the
complex nature of such integrated planning, the support of computational models is essential in order for planners to explore
various options and to forecast future services and plans. These models seek to simulate the dynamic of coastal cities leading to
potential solutions. The multidisciplinary papers in the book examine some of the possible models and potential solutions.
Contents include topics such as: Landscape and urban planning and design; The coastal city and its environs; Infrastructures and
eco-architecture; City heritage and regeneration; Urban transport and communications; Commercial ports, fishing and sports
harbours; Energy systems; Water resources management; City/Waterfront interaction; Coastal city beaches; Quality of life and city
leisure; Tourism and the city; Coastal processes; Water pollution; Air pollution; City waste management; Acoustical and thermal
pollution; Coastal risk assessment; Coastal flooding; Landslides; Emergency plans and evacuation systems; Health services
management; Intercity issues; Socio-economic issues; Legal aspects; Modelling and simulation of coastal city systems.
Whilst being an ambiguous and contested concept, sustainability has become one of the twenty-first century’s most pervasive
ideas, as humanity’s increasing impact on the environment, as well as increasing social and economic inequalities, have local and
global consequences. Surfing is a globally recognised cultural phenomenon whose unique connection with nature and rapid
expansion into a multibillion pound industry offers exciting synergies for exploring various dimensions of sustainability. This book is
the first to bring together the world’s foremost experts on the themes of sustainability and surfing. Drawing upon cutting edge
theory and research, this book offers multidisciplinary perspectives and methodological approaches on the social, environmental
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and economic components of sustainable surfing. Contributions provide unique discussions that bridge the gap between theory
and practice, exploring topics such as sustainable surf tourism, surf-econometrics, surf activism, surfing governance, the surfing
industry, and technological advancements. Each chapter produces in-depth insights to provide foundational insights of the
relationship between sustainability and surfing. This book will appeal to multiple audiences in different disciplines and sectors.
Practitioners will benefit from the insights presented in this volume, while both undergraduate and postgraduate students will find
this volume an invaluable companion, including those working in geography, environmental studies, sport sciences, and leisure
and tourism studies.
Containing the proceedings of the 9th International Conference on Urban Regeneration and Sustainability this book addresses the
multi-disciplinary aspects of urban planning; a result of the increasing size of cities; the amount of resources and services required
and the complexity of modern society. Most of earth’s population now lives in cities and the process of urbanisation still continues
generating many problems deriving from the drift of the population towards them. These problems can be resolved by cities
becoming efficient habitats, saving resources in a way that improves the quality and standard of living. The process however,
faces a number of major challenges, related to reducing pollution, improving main transportation and infrastructure systems. New
urban solutions are required to optimise the use of space and energy resources leading to improvements in the environment, i.e.
reduction in air, water and soil pollution as well as efficient ways to deal with waste generation. These challenges contribute to the
development of social and economic imbalances and require the development of new solutions. Large cities are probably the most
complex mechanisms to manage. However, despite such complexity they represent a fertile ground for architects, engineers, city
planners, social and political scientists, and other professionals able to conceive new ideas and time them according to
technological advances and human requirements. The challenge of planning sustainable cities lies in considering their dynamics,
the exchange of energy and matter, and the function and maintenance of ordered structures directly or indirectly, supplied and
maintained by natural systems. Topics covered include: Urban strategies; Planning, development and management; Urban
conservation and regeneration; The community and the city; Eco-town planning; Landscape planning and design; Environmental
management; Sustainable energy and the city; Transportation; Quality of life; Waterfront development; Case studies; Architectural
issues; Cultural heritage issues; Intelligent environment and emerging technologies; Planning for risk; Disaster and emergency
response; Safety and security; Waste management; Infrastructure and society; Urban metabolism.
of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. In The Sustainable City V many
interrelated aspects of the urban environment from transport and mobility to social exclusions and crime prevention are addressed.
The papers included were originally presented at the Fifth International Conference on Urban Regeneration and Sustainability and
will be of interest to city planners, architects, environmental engineers and all academics, professionals and practitioners working
in the wide range of disciplines associated with creating a viable urban environment.In this book the papers are published under
the following topics: Architectural issues; Cultural heritage; Energy resources systems; Environmental management; Healthy cities;
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Indicators: ecological, economic, social; Land use and management; Mega cities; Planning issues; Planning, development and
management; Public safety; Revitalisation strategies; Socio-economic issues; Spatial modelling; Strategy; Sustainable
transportation and transport integration; The community and the city; Traffic and transportation; Urban-rural relationships.
Following the disaster of Hurricane Katrina in New Orleans, people began to discuss and visualize the ways in which the urban
structure of the city could be reorganized. Rather than defining the disaster recovery process as simply a matter of rebuilding the
existing city, these voices called for a more radical rethinking of the city’s physical, social and environmental systems. This idea of
disaster as an opportunity for urban restructuring is a hallmark of a "design moment." Design moments are different from the
incremental process of urban growth and development. Instead of gradual growth and change, design moments present the
opportunity for a significant restructuring of urban form that can shape the city for decades to come. As such, a design moment
presents a critical juncture in the historical growth and development of a city. In this book we explore the question: what does
urban design have to do with a disaster like Hurricane Katrina? Focused on New Orleans, the authors explore different dimensions
of the post-disaster design moment, including the politics of physical redevelopment, the city’s history and identity, justice and the
image of the city, demolition and housing development, and the environmental aspects of the recovery process. This book was
published as a special issue of the Journal of Urban Design.
This book presents climate adaptation and flood risk problems and solutions in coastal cities including an independent
investigation of adaptation paths and problems in Rotterdam, New York and Jakarta. The comparison draws out lessons that each
city can learn from the others. While the main focus is on coastal flooding, cities are also affected by climate change in other ways,
including impacts that occur away from the coast. The New York City Water Supply System, for example, stretches as far as 120
miles upstate, and the New York City Department of Environmental Protection has undertaken extensive climate assessment not
only for its coastal facilities, but also for its upstate facilities, which will be affected by rising temperatures, droughts, inland flooding
and water quality changes. The authors examine key questions, such as: Are current city plans climate proof or do we need to
finetune our ongoing investments? Can we develop a flood proof subway system? Can we develop new infrastructure in such a
way that it serves flood protection, housing and natural values?
Collects 1,000 entries on the subfields on anthropology, including physical anthropology, archaeology, paleontology, linguistics,
and evolution.
A marine engineer will need to have a broad background of knowledge within several aspects of marine design and operations.
These aspects relate to the design of facilities for offshore applications and evaluation of operational conditions for marine
installation and modification/maintenance works. Such needs arise in the marine industries, in the offshore oil and gas industry as
well as in the offshore renewable industry. Developed from knowledge gained throughout the author’s engineering career, this
book covers several of the themes where engineers need knowledge and also serves as a teaser for those who will go into more
depth on the different thematic aspects discussed. Details of qualitative risk analysis, which is considered an excellent tool to
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identify risks in marine operations, are also included. The book is the author’s attempt to develop a text for those in marine
engineering science who like a practical and solid mathematical approach to marine engineering. It is the intention that the book
can serve as an introductory textbook for master degree courses in marine sciences and be of inspiration for teachers who will
extend the course into specialisation courses on stability of vessels, higher order wave analysis, nonlinear motions of vessels,
arctic offshore engineering, etc. The book could also serve as a handbook for PhD students and researchers who need a handy
introduction to solving marine technology related problems.
What is the role of the university? Current systems may stress research output, but Wortham-Galvin, Allen, and Sherman seek to
re-establish the importance of teaching and service in the work of the 21st-century university. The Sustainable Solutions series
shares Portland State University’s experience of community-engaged teaching and research. With a focus on sustainability, we
see that such collaboration is vital to making Portland one of the world’s most sustainable cities.Volume 2, University–Community
Partnerships, builds on the themes introduced in Volume 1, Let Knowledge Serve the City, to explore how these partnerships play
out in practice. Covering 13 projects, which range from supporting local artisans and researching food access, to sharing
Indigenous history and decolonizing perceptions of knowledge, readers receive pragmatic advice on working with community
organizations. Authors also offer critical reflection on how theories of engagement have structured PSU’s work and how their
findings impact our very understanding of partnership.This reader-friendly text provides an ideal introduction to anyone wishing to
learn more about models of effective collaboration and how to put these into practice. Explained through the context of specific
projects, the book offers both inspiration and practical guidance to anyone — in local government, academia, or the third sector —
looking to set up productive community–university partnerships.
Ecological and technological (eco-tech) planning provides a possible response to the essential issues of sustainability and
rehabilitation in rapidly growing urban spaces. Green and Ecological Technologies for Urban Planning: Creating Smart Cities
addresses the ecological, technological, and social challenges faced in the smart urban planning and design of settlements when
using eco-technologies – from sustainable land use to transportation, and from green areas to municipal applications – with a
focus on resilience. Containing research from leading international experts, this book provides comprehensive coverage and
definitions of the most important issues, concepts, trends, and technologies within the planning field.
Utilizing the coastal problems of South Asia, including sea level rise, Towards Sustainable Coastal Development: Institutionalizing
Integrated Coastal Zone Management and Coastal Climate Change Adaptation in South Asia investigates the role of law and
regional regimes in facilitating linkages between integrated coastal zone management and coastal climate change adaptation to
contribute to sustainable coastal development.
As human activity and environmental change come to be increasingly recognized as intertwined phenomena on a rapidly
urbanizing planet, the field of urban ecology has risen to offer useful ways of thinking about coupled human and natural systems.
On the forefront of this discipline is Marina Alberti, whose innovative work offers a conceptual framework for uncovering
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fundamental laws that govern the complexity and resilience of cities, which she sees as key to understanding and responding to
planetary change and the evolution of Earth. Bridging the fields of urban planning and ecology, Alberti describes a science of cities
that work on a planetary scale and that links unpredictable dynamics to the potential for innovation. It is a science that considers
interactions - at all scales - between people and built environments and between cities and their larger environments. Cities That
Think like Planets advances strategies for planning a future that may look very different from the present, as rapid urbanization
could tip the Earth toward abrupt and nonlinear change. Alberti's analyses of the various hybrid ecosystems, such as selforganization, heterogeneity, modularity, multiple equilibria, feedback, and transformation, may help humans participate in guiding
the Earth away from inadvertent collapse and toward a new era of planetary co-evolution and resilience.
Divided into 11 chapters it covers*?Alternative tourism? (AT), or small-scale tourism and its associated pros and cons *
Sustainable tourism within the conventional?mass? tourism sector: the?green consumer?, transportation, accommodation,
attractions and tour operator considering issues and developments in quality control * Destination sustainability: issues of
community empowerment and ideal sustainability models * Conclusions for the future of sustainable tourism The wide variety of
international case studies used include: backpacking in Australia and Spain, Volunteer tourism in the US, Six Continents and
Marriott hotels, Disney World, the Grand Prix, the Grand Canyon, mountain gorilla parks in Uganda and many more.Today, it is considered good business practice for tourism industries to support their micro and macro environment by means of
strategic perspectives. This is necessary because we cannot contemplate companies existing without their environment. If
companies do not involve themselves in such undertakings, they are in danger of isolating themselves from the shareholder. That,
in turn, creates a problem for mobilizing new ideas and receiving feedback from their environment. In this respect, the
contributions of academics from international level together with the private sector and business managers are eagerly awaited on
topics and sub-topics within Strategies for Tourism Industry - Micro and Macro Perspectives.
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